
Recurrences, Divide and Conquer

October 7, 2014

Homework 2

Due Date: Tuesday, 14 October 2014 by end of lecture.

• Whenever we ask you to design an algorithm, we always want to see three things: a description of the algorithm,
a run-time analysis, and an explanation/proof that the algorithm does what you claim it does. You should always
try to present the bounds in Θ notation. Describe your algorithm in precise English and avoid pseudocode unless
absolutely necessary. Never submit C or Java code.

• No need to re-prove anything that was proven in the textbook or the lecture - you can refer to the lecture slides
or textbook chapter instead.

Problem 2-1. (25pts) Consider an instance of the Stable Matching problem discussed in class, in which there exists
a man m and a woman w such that m is ranked first on the preference list of w and w is ranked first on the preference
list of m. Is it true that in every stable matching for this instance, the pair (m,w) are always matched ? Prove that
the statement is correct or give a counterexample. Assume all preferences are distinct, i.e. there are no two men that a
woman prefers equally or two women that a man prefers equally.

Problem 2-2. (30pts) Give asymptotic upper and lower bounds for T (n) in each of the following recurrences.
Assume that T (n) is constant for n ≤ 5. (You may choose another constant instead of 5, if it makes your proofs
simpler.) Make your bounds as tight as possible, and justify your answers.

1.T (n) = 2T (n/4) +
√
n

2.T (n) = 7T (n/3) + n2

3.T (n) = T (n− 2) + log n

4.T (n) = 3T (
√
n) + log n

5.T (n) =
√
nT (

√
n) + n

6.T (n) = T (n/3) + T (n/5) + Θ(n)

Problem 2-3. (20pts) You are given an array on n integers a1 < a2 < . . . < an. Give an O(log n) algorithm that
finds index i where ai = i or proves that such i does not exist.

Problem 2-4. (25pts) You have n mobile phones and a contraption that holds two phones at the same time and allows
them to test each other. Once you load the phones into the contraption, they test each other and each outputs whether
the other one is ”good” or ”bad”. If a phone is actually good than it will always output a correct result. Unfortunately,
if it is bad, its reply is unrelated to the real state of the other phone and hence cannot be trusted. In other words, the
bad phone can each time output whatever it wants. [For all practical purposes, you can assume that the bad phone
always outputs something that will be as unhelpful to you as possible.]
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Loading two phones and letting them test each other will be called a ”test”. We have 4 cases that might result from a
single test:

Chip A says Chip B says Conclusion

B is good A is good either both good or both bad
B is good A is bad at least one is bad
B is bad A is good at least one is bad
B is bad A is bad at least one is bad

We will assume that there are more than n/2 good phones. Final goal is to identify all the good and all the bad phones.
In the question we are after a deterministic algorithm, i.e. you cannot make use of any type of randomization.

1.(20pts) Explain how to find a single good phone. [Hint: Start by explaining how to use O(n) tests to reduce the
problem size by a constant factor.]

2.(5pts) Use the previous part to show how to identify all of the good phones by performing Θ(n) tests.
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